
RETAIL PRODUCTS CATALOGE 
 

 

 

NOUVEAU LASH & BROW 
CONDITIONING SERUM 

Containing a complex blend of multi-
vitamins and conditioning actives, this new 
and improved conditioning serum is the 
ultimate conditioner for lashes and brows. 
Packed full of nourishing goodness, used 
daily, this serum provides lashes and brows 
with all they need to appear instantly 
conditioned, as well as provide long-term 
benefits to help give a fuller appearance. 
Powerful antioxidants also help protect 
lashes and brows from everyday 
environmental pollutants. When used 
beneath mascara, it can also act as a 
primer. Suitable for both lash extensions 
and natural lashes, it's the perfect aftercare 
item for our LVL, Extend & SVS treatments. 
The hypoallergenic formulation is gentle on 
even the most sensitive eyes. 

8ml / Cruelty Free & Vegan 

Retail $ 49.00 

 

 

 

NOUVEAU EYE MAKEUP REMOVER 

Nouveau Lashes micellar gel Eye Make-Up 
Remover is designed to gently, yet 
thoroughly remove even the most stubborn 
make-up from around the eyes, whilst 
helping promote thicker, healthier lashes. 
The delicate eye area will be left soothed, 
hydrated and moisturised, as clever 
prebiotic ingredients also help prevent 
irritation. Suitable for both lash extensions 
and natural lashes including our treatments 
SVS & LVL. Safe for use with our lash 
adhesive bonds ensuring your lashes stay 
put for longer. The hypoallergenic 
formulation is also gentle on even the most 
sensitive eyes. 

120ml / 4.22 fl oz / Cruelty Free & Vegan 

Retail $ 45.00 

 



 

 

 

NOUVEAU ENHANCE MASCARA 

Specifically developed to give glamorous 
volume to individual lash extensions, 
without affecting the adhesive bond. The 
unique formulation helps support natural 
lash growth, whilst nourishing and 
strengthening properties promote healthy 
lashes. Simply remove with warm water. 

Suitable for individual lash extensions, LVL 
lashes and natural lashes. The 
hypoallergenic formulation is gentle on 
even the most sensitive eyes 

8ml / Cruelty Free 

Retail $ 49.00 

 

 

 

NOUVEAU REJUVENATING EYE 
CREAM & MASK 

Intensive nutritional boost for lashes/brows. 
Multi-vitamins and conditioning actives 
counteract daily aggressors. Contains 
BEAUTIFEYE™ to help lift the upper eyelid, 
reduce the appearance of crow's feet 
wrinkles, fade dark circles and diminish 
puffiness. 

Ideal for use in-between LVL, extensions, 
tint treatments, and daily make-up wear. 
Apply morning and evening after cleansing, 
by gently tapping the product around the 
orbital bone area. Twice a week before 
bedtime, use as an intensive night 
treatment mask by applying to the complete 
eye area, including eyelids, lashes and 
brows. 

20ml / Cruelty Free & Vegan 

Retail $ 49.00 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

NOUVEAU LASH & LID FOAMING 
CLEANSER 

This gentle foaming cleanser is designed to 
encourage effective lash and eyelid hygiene 
by removing potential irritants, whilst 
thoroughly cleansing and conditioning the 
eye area. The hypoallergenic formulation is 
gentle on even the most sensitive eyes. 
Key anti-ageing ingredients also provide 
intense hydration and moisturisation to 
allow the skin to better defend itself against 
environmental aggressors and other ageing 
effects. Suitable for both lash extensions 
and natural lashes.  

Pro tip: This cleanser is the perfect way to 
clean your Striplashes (allowing for re-use), 
your make-up brushes and it also removes 
traces of striplash adhesive on the eyelids 

50ml / Cruelty Free & Vegan Friendly 

Retail $ 49.00 

 

 

NOUVEAU LASH & LID CLEANSING 
BRUSH 

Use this cleverly designed cleansing brush 
with your Lash & Lid foaming Cleansing 
Foam to thoroughly clean the lash and 
eyelid area. Working with the foam texture 
of the cleanser, the varied bristle layers 
clean deep into the lash and lid area whilst 
respecting lash extension bonds. It’s the 
perfect accompaniment to the Lash & Lid 
Foaming Cleanser to use at home on your 
natural lashes as part of your beauty 
routine or as the perfect aftercare product 
for our lash treatments such as LVL or 
SVS.  

Single Brush Only 

Retail $ 12.00 

 

 

 



 

 

NOUVEAU LASH EXTENSION 
REMOVER 

Our carefully formulated Lash Extension 
Remover removes lash extensions, 
express, and flare lashes. The gentle, kind 
to skin formula effectively and comfortably 
removes lash extensions in the comfort of 
your own home, whilst conditioning your 
natural lashes and reducing any risk of 
damage. Please note that this product is 
not intended for use with Strip Lashes. 

2ml/0.07 fl oz / Cruelty Free & Vegan 
 
#protip - Cleanse eyelids and around eye 
area with Eye Make-up Remover to remove 
any residue after using this product 

Retail $ 29.00 

 

 

NOUVEAU LASH COATING SEALANT 

Prolongs the life of lash extensions by 
providing a membrane to protect the 
bonding while active ingredients feed and 
moisturise your natural lashes. 

8.5ml / 0.29 fl oz / Cruelty Free & Vegan 

Retail $ 57.00 

 

 

 

NOUVEAU STRIP LASHES  

Premium quality, light weight and reusable 
strip lashes - add maximum length and 
volume to natural lashes for short term 
wear. 

Featuring professional latex free, non-
irritable, low vapour, 
heat/humidity/sweat/water resistant 
adhesive. 

1 pair of lashes - 1ml vial of Ultra bond Strip 
lash Adhesive / Cruelty Free & Vegan 

Retail $ 20.00 

Application if Required $ 10.00 

 


